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[9:21 AM] Susan Lindson 

Very interesting study, Andrew. 

 

[9:22 AM] Martin Kushler 

Is there a write-up of this project that could be accessed? 

like 1 

 

[9:23 AM] Tammy Haworth 

How many participants in each group are you following 

like 1 

 

[9:23 AM] Martin Kushler 

Thanks. Sounds interesting. 

 

[9:30 AM] Wilkins, Mary (LARA) 

Case: U-20757 (force.com) 

like 1 

E-Dockets Community 

 

[9:30 AM] Wilkins, Mary (LARA) 

Energy Assistance Outreach Toolkit (michigan.gov) 

 

[9:32 AM] Wilkins, Mary (LARA) 

Customer Education and Participation (michigan.gov) 

Customer Education and Participation 

In order to maximize the value of clean and distributed energy resources for customers, significant 

attention needs to be given to educating and facilitating customer participation and access to ne... 

 

[9:33 AM] Susan Lindson 

well done, Reka. 

like 1 

 

[9:37 AM] Maria Ellingson 

Can we get access to the Data Dictionary? (mentioned by an earlier speaker) 

like 1 

 

[9:37 AM] Joel Howrani Heeres 

Is there a plan to make the data available from the case in a more accessible online format? A map 

perhaps? 

like 1 

 

[9:39 AM] Joel Howrani Heeres 

Yes, zip code data please! 

like 1 

https://mi-psc.force.com/s/case/500t000000UDcgYAAT/in-the-matter-on-the-commissions-own-motion-to-review-its-response-to-the-novel-coronavirus-covid19-pandemic-including-the-statewide-state-of-emergency-and-to-provide-guidance-and-direction-to-energy-and-telecommunications-providers-and-other-stak
https://www.michigan.gov/mpsc/-/media/Project/Websites/mpsc/consumer/info/toolkits/Energy_Assistance_Outreach_Toolkit.pdf?rev=32219a29ba9547c98f72ad5e5ffc117d&hash=2FF0B41D07770AE02FFC6606FA608863
https://www.michigan.gov/mpsc/commission/workgroups/mi-power-grid/customer-engagement/customer-education-and-participation


Can you put the link for the survey in the chat? 

[9:42 AM] Thelen, Jake (LARA)Feel free to reach out to me to join the committee or for the data 

survey. My contact is thelenj7@michigan.gov or you can sign up through the EAAC website. 

 

[9:44 AM] Thelen, Jake (LARA)Here is the link to the U-20757 data template and definitions, 

https://www.michigan.gov/-/media/Project/Websites/mpsc/regulatory/reports/U-

20757_Data_Template_and_Definitions.pdf 

like 1 

 

[9:46 AM] Braunschweig, Elaina (LARA) 

https://www.michigan.gov/mpsc/commission/workgroups/energy-affordability-and-accessibility-

collaborative/affordability-alignment-assistance-subcommittee 

Affordability, Alignment, and Assistance Subcommittee 

 

[9:46 AM] Joel Howrani Heeres 

Detroit Housing Network is piloting a combined intake form that is being piloteed currently.  

 

[9:46 AM] Joel Howrani Heeres 

Have you connected with them? 

 

[9:47 AM] Brett Little GHI (Guest) 

We are too Joel, do you have a contact?  

[9:47 AM] Joel Howrani Heeres 

Yes, I would refer you to Adam Kokenakes from HRD.  

 

[9:48 AM] Joel Howrani Heeres 

send me an email and I can connect you: howraniheeresj@detroitmi.gov 

like 1 

 

[9:51 AM] Braunschweig, Elaina (LARA) 

braunschweige@michigan.gov contact me for anything affordability, alignment and assistance 

related or improving the EWR referral process 

like 1 

 

[9:59 AM] Goldberg, Laura 

what is meant by an affordability standard? in contrast to the definition? also curious if there's any 

coordination/thinking with the state's newly released MI healthy climate plan - as it does discuss 

utility affordability/energy burden  

 

[10:01 AM] Goldberg, Laura 

great - thank you!  

 

[10:01 AM] Goldberg, Laura 

operationalizing and implementation is key 

like 1 

mailto:thelenj7@michigan.gov
https://www.michigan.gov/-/media/Project/Websites/mpsc/regulatory/reports/U-20757_Data_Template_and_Definitions.pdf
https://www.michigan.gov/-/media/Project/Websites/mpsc/regulatory/reports/U-20757_Data_Template_and_Definitions.pdf
https://www.michigan.gov/mpsc/commission/workgroups/energy-affordability-and-accessibility-collaborative/affordability-alignment-assistance-subcommittee
https://www.michigan.gov/mpsc/commission/workgroups/energy-affordability-and-accessibility-collaborative/affordability-alignment-assistance-subcommittee
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[10:02 AM] Wilkins, Mary (LARA) 

Low-Income Energy Policy Board (michigan.gov) 

Low-Income Energy Policy Board 

 

[10:14 AM] Andrew McNeally 

My email address is amcneally@uppco.com 

like 1 

 

[10:15 AM] Gould, Karen (LARA) 

I was just about to say that.  

 

[10:1 AM] Goldberg, Laura 

Happy anniversary LI EWR ! 

 

[10:16 AM] Armstrong, Anne (LARA) 

Anne's email: armstronga3@michigan.gov 

like 1 

 

[10:17 AM] Susan Lindson 

thanks to everyone! 

 

[10:17 AM] Goldberg, Laura 

thank you!!  

 

[10:18 AM] Armstrong, Anne (LARA) 

Thanks for the commitment to better serve residents of Michigan. 

 

https://www.michigan.gov/mpsc/commission/workgroups/low-income-energy-policy-board
mailto:amcneally@uppco.com

